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ABSTRACT

Various embodiments are described relating to sharing scan
ning operations among nodes in a wireless network, Such as a
WiMedia ultra-wideband (UWB) network. In an example
embodiment, a message may be sent from a sending node to
one or more receiving nodes requesting the receiving nodes to
reduce transmissions on a wireless medium. The sending
node and the receiving nodes may be included in a distributed
wireless network. In an example embodiment, the wireless
medium may be scanned at the sending node to determine
whether the one or more receiving nodes are participating in
the distributed wireless network by periodically transmitting
beacons during a repeated interval, wherein the scanning may
be performed periodically, aperiodically, or continuously.
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Sending a message from a sending node to one or more receiving nodes
requesting the receiving nodes to reduce transmissions on a wireless medium,
wherein the sending node and the receiving nodes are included in a distributed
wireless network

.

.

212 sending a beacon frame in one or more signaling slots included in
a superframe
H

214 sending a beacon frame including an emergency information
element in one or more signaling slots included in a superframe

scanning the wireless medium at the sending node to determine whether

the one or more receiving nodes are participating in the distributed
wireless network by periodically transmitting beacons during a repeated
interval, wherein the scanning may be performed periodically,
laperiodically, or continuously

---- ---- -----------------
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sending a message from a sending node to one or more receiving nodes alerting the
receiving nodes that the receiving nodes are approaching an area in which the

receiving nodes are instructed to reduce transmissions on a wireless medium, wherein

the sending node and the receiving riodes are included in a distributed wireless

12 wherein the sending the message alerting the receiving nodes comprises
| sending a beacon frame in one or more signaling slots included in a superframe,
---

wherein the beacon frame includes an indicator of one or more of:

a warn all operation, including at least one of the receiving nodes determining
preparations for revising transmissions or signaling methods indicated by the
beacon frame or for residual effects of entry into the area; or
a warn device operation, including at least one of the receiving nodes determining
whether a device address included in the emergency information element matches
an address of the at least one of the receiving nodes, and determining preparations
for revising transmissions or signaling methods indicated by the beacon frame or
for residual effects of entry into the area it is determined that the device address
matches the address of the at least one of the receiving nodes.
l- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - m

- - - - - - - - - -

scanning the wireless medium at the sending node to determine whether the one or
| performed periodically, aperiodically, or continuously
more receiving nodes are approaching the area, wherein the scanning may be

/
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receiving a request from a sending node at a receiving node requesting the
receiving node to reduce transmissions on a wireless medium, wherein the
Sending node and the receiving node are included in a distributed wireless

receiving a beacon frame in one or more signaling slots included
in a superframe

determining whether the request includes a control indicator to control the

receiving node to comply with the request

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - um M
422 determining whether the receiving node includes a critical level
having a lower priority than a critical level included in the request
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receiving a message from a sending node at a receiving device alerting the
receiving device that the receiving device is approaching an area in which the
receiving device is instructed to reduce transmissions on a wireless medium,

510

wherein the sending node and the receiving device are included in a distributed
wireless network

sending an alert message to an application or to a protocol or entity included
in the receiving device instructing the application to inform a user, or

instructing the protocol or entity of the receiving device to prepare for

reducing transmissions on the wireless medium or to move the receiving
device away from the area
--------------- ------------

FIG. 5
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0007 When a device is enabled, it may scan one or more

FORCED SILENCING OF TRANSMITTING
DEVICE

channels for beacons and select a communications channel. If

BACKGROUND

may create its own beacon period (BP) by sending a beacon.

0001. As wireless technology has advanced, a variety of

the device may synchronize its BP to existing beacons in the
selected channel. The device may then exchange data with
members of its beacon group using the same channel the

no beacons are detected in the selected channel, the device

If one or more beacons are detected in the selected channel,

wireless networks have been installed, such as cellular and
other wireless networks. Some wireless networks are based

upon the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) 802.11 family of Wireless LAN (WLAN) industry
specifications, for example. As another example, Some wire
less networks are based upon the Distributed Medium Access
Control (MAC) for Wireless Networks industry specifica
tions of the WiMedia Alliance, for example. For example, the
WiMedia network protocol adaptation (WiNet) layer is a
protocol adaptation layer (PAL) that builds on a WiMedia
ultra-wideband (UWB) common radio platform to augment
the convergence platform with TCP/IP services.
0002 An example standard, for example, the Distributed
Medium Access Control (MAC) for Wireless Networks of the
WiMedia Alliance, defines a distributed medium access con

trol (MAC) sublayer for wireless networks, and further speci
fies a wireless network structure that does not require an
existing infrastructure for communication Such as, for
example, a WiMedia ultra-wideband (UWB) network. A
number of working groups are working to improve on this
technology.
0003 Categories of example applications considered for
such an example standard may include portable electronic
devices intended to be carried by a user, home electronics
equipment, and personal computers and peripherals.
Example portable electronic devices may have specific
requirements to Support mobility and good power efficiency.
Devices such as home electronics and computers may not be
as mobile, and not as sensitive to power efficiency as Such
portable electronic devices. All of these devices may benefit
from a Zero-infrastructure environment.

0004 An interval, for example, a periodic time interval
may be used to coordinate frame transmissions between
devices, for example, a Superframe interval may be used
which includes a beacon period followed by a data period.
The beacon period may include multiple beacon slots which
may be used by multiple devices to send beacons.
0005. In an example network formed withfully distributed
medium access coordination, logical groups may be formed
around each device in the network to facilitate contention

free frame exchanges while exploring medium reuse over
different spatial regions. These logical groups may include,
for example, a beacon group and an extended beacon group,
both of which may be determined with respect to an indi
vidual device. For example, a beacon group may include a set
of devices from which a device receives beacons that identify
the same beacon period start time (BPST) as the device. An
extended beacon group may include a union of a device's
beacon group and the beacon groups of all devices in the
device's beacon group.
0006 Example MAC protocol techniques may attempt to
ensure that no member of an extended beacon group transmits
a beacon frame at the same time as the device. Information

included in beacon frames may facilitate contention-free
frame exchanges by ensuring that a device does not transmit
frames while a neighbor of the device (e.g., another device in
the device's beacon group) is transmitting or receiving
frames.

device selected for beacons.

0008 Each device may protect its and its neighbors BPs
for exclusive use of the beacon protocol. Thus, no transmis
sions other than beacons may be attempted during the BP of
any device. A device may protect an alien BP, detected by
reception of a beacon frame unaligned with the device's own
BP, by announcing a reservation covering the alien BP in its
beacon. Within the context of a particular beacon group, an
alien beacon group may include one or more devices included
in a beacon group that identify a beacon period start time
(BPST) that is different from the particular beacon group.
0009. An example WiMedia standard also defines a
dynamic beaconing technique, which enables devices in a
distributed network to maintain fast connectivity. Devices
may maintain synchronization with each other by participat
ing in a beacon period, for example, by each device sending
its own beacon and listening to other devices beacons once in
each superframe (e.g., 65536 microseconds). The rest of the
time the devices may send data to each other or hibernate, or
sleep.
0010. If a group of devices moves into the range of another
group of devices, the groups may need to synchronize to each
other before connectivity from one group to another may be
available for the devices, and before channel time reserva

tions may be handled without collisions. A group of devices
may thus be viewed as “one device' or “two or more devices
participating in the same beacon group.” for example, devices
having the same beacon period start time (BPST).
0011 Emissions of transmitting devices operating, for
example, in unlicensed bands or in some licensed bands, may
be dangerous for the correct operation of some electronic
devices. Examples of Such sensitive electronic devices may
include air traffic control systems, medical appliances, etc.
SUMMARY

0012 Various embodiments are described relating to com
municating with nodes in a wireless network to reduce trans
missions of the nodes.

0013. According to an example embodiment, a message
may be sent from a sending node to one or more receiving
nodes requesting the receiving nodes to reduce transmissions
on a wireless medium, wherein the sending node and the
receiving nodes are included in a distributed wireless net
work. According to an example embodiment, the sending the
message requesting the receiving nodes to reduce transmis
sions may include sending a beacon frame in one or more
signaling slots included in a Superframe. According to an
example embodiment, the wireless medium may be scanned
at the sending node to determine whether the one or more
receiving nodes are participating in the distributed wireless
network by periodically transmitting beacons during a
repeated interval, wherein the scanning may be performed
periodically, aperiodically, or continuously.
0014. In an example embodiment, a message may be sent
from a sending node to one or more receiving nodes alerting
the receiving nodes that the receiving nodes are approaching
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an area in which the receiving nodes are instructed to reduce
transmissions on a wireless medium, wherein the sending
node and the receiving nodes are included in a distributed
wireless network. According to an example embodiment, the
sending the message alerting the receiving nodes may include
sending a beacon frame in one or more signaling slots
included in a Superframe, wherein the beacon frame includes
an indicator of one or more of a warn all operation, including
at least one of the receiving nodes determining preparations
for revising transmissions or signaling methods indicated by
the beacon frame or for residual effects of entry into the area;
or a warn device operation, including at least one of the
receiving nodes determining whether a device address
included in the emergency information element matches an
address of the at least one of the receiving nodes, and deter
mining preparations for revising transmissions or signaling
methods indicated by the beacon frame or for residual effects
of entry into the area it is determined that the device address
matches: the address of the at least one of the receiving nodes.
According to an example embodiment, the wireless medium
may be scanned at the sending node to determine whether the
one or more receiving nodes are approaching the area,
wherein the scanning may be performed periodically, aperi
odically, or continuously.
0015. In another example embodiment, a request may be
received from a sending node at a receiving node requesting
the receiving node to reduce transmissions on a wireless
medium, wherein the sending node and the receiving node are
included in a distributed wireless network. According to an
example embodiment, the receiving the request requesting
the receiving node to reduce transmissions may include
receiving a beacon frame in one or more signaling slots
included in a Superframe. According to an example embodi
ment, it may be determined whether the request includes a
control indicator to control the receiving node to comply with
the request.
0016. In another example embodiment, a message may be
received from a sending node at a receiving device alerting
the receiving device that the receiving device is approaching
an area in which the receiving device is instructed to reduce
transmissions on a wireless medium, wherein the sending
node and the receiving device are included in a distributed
wireless network. According to an example embodiment, an
alert message may be sent to an application or to a protocol or
entity included in the receiving device instructing the appli
cation to inform a user, or instructing the protocol or entity of
the receiving device to prepare for reducing transmissions on
the wireless medium or to move the receiving device away
from the area.

0017. In another example embodiment, an apparatus for
wireless communications may include a controller, a memory
coupled to the controller, and a wireless transceiver coupled
to the controller. The apparatus may be adapted to send a
message via the wireless transceiver requesting any of one or
more devices receiving the message to reduce transmissions
on a wireless medium, wherein the apparatus and the any of
one or more devices are included in a distributed wireless

network. According to an example embodiment, the message
may include a beacon frame transmitted in one or more sig
naling slots included in a Superframe, the beacon frame
including an emergency information element indicating
information associated with the request to reduce transmis
S1O.S.
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0018. In another example embodiment, an apparatus for
wireless communications may include a controller, a memory
coupled to the controller, and a wireless transceiver coupled
to the controller. The apparatus may be adapted to receive a
request via the wireless transceiver requesting the apparatus
to reduce transmissions on a wireless medium, wherein a

device transmitting the message and the apparatus are
included in a distributed wireless network.

0019. In another example embodiment, a computer pro
gram product for wireless communications may be tangibly
embodied on a computer-readable medium and may include
executable code that, when executed, may be configured to
cause one or more processors to send a message from a
sending node to one or more receiving nodes requesting the
receiving nodes to reduce transmissions on a wireless
medium, wherein the sending node and the receiving nodes
are included in a distributed wireless network.

0020. In another example embodiment, a computer pro
gram product for wireless communications may be tangibly
embodied on a computer-readable medium and may include
executable code that, when executed, may be configured to
cause one or more processors to receive a request from a
sending node at a receiving node requesting the receiving
node to reduce transmissions on a wireless medium; wherein

the sending node and the receiving node are included in a
distributed wireless network.

0021. In yet another example embodiment, a communica
tions signal may be embodied in a wireless communications
medium comprising a beacon message including an emer
gency information element indicating information associated
with a request to reduce transmissions.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0022 FIGS. 1a-1b are diagrams of example configura
tions of beacon groups of a wireless network according to an
example embodiment.
0023 FIG. 2 is a flow chart illustrating operation of a
wireless node according to an example embodiment.
0024 FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating operation of a
wireless node according to an example embodiment.
0025 FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating operation of a
wireless node according to an example embodiment.
0026 FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating operation of a
wireless node according to an example embodiment.
0027 FIGS. 6a-6b is a diagram illustrating operation of
transmission of Superframes on a medium in a wireless net
work according to an example embodiment.
0028 FIG. 7 is an example format of a beacon frame
payload according to an example embodiment.
0029 FIG. 8 is an example format of an information ele
ment included in an example beacon according to an example
embodiment.

0030 FIG. 9 is an example format of an emergency infor
mation element according to an example embodiment.
0031 FIG. 10 is an example format of an information field
included in an emergency information element included in an
example beacon according to an example embodiment.
0032 FIG. 11 is a flow chart illustrating operation of a
wireless node sending a message according to an example
embodiment.

0033 FIG. 12 is a flow chart illustrating operation of a
wireless node receiving a message according to an example
embodiment.
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0034 FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating an apparatus
that may be provided in a wireless station according to an
example embodiment.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0035 Referring to the Figures in which like numerals
indicate like elements, FIGS. 1a-1b are diagrams of example
configurations of beacon groups of a wireless network 102
according to an example embodiment. The term “node' or
“wireless node' or “network node' or “network station may
refer, for example, to a wireless station, e.g., a Subscriber
station or mobile station, an access point or base station, a
relay station or other intermediate wireless node, or other
wireless computing devices, such as laptop computers, desk
top computers, and peripheral devices, as examples.
0036. As shown in FIG.1a, a wireless network node node 1
122 is in range of, and thus may receive messages from, nodes
node2 124, node,3126, and node4 130. Moreover, a nodes

132 and node6 134 are also in range of, and may receive
messages from, the node4 130. Further, each of node2 124,
node3126, and node4 130 are in range of each other, and may
receive messages from among themselves. Thus, for
example, node 1122., node2 124, node3 126, and node4 130
may be included in a common beacon group. However, node 1
122 and node nodes 132, as shown in FIG.1a, are not in range
of each other, and thus may not receive messages from each
other directly. Thus, for example, the node node4 130 may
send messages to, or receive messages from, any of the nodes
node 1122, node2124, node 126, nodes 132, and node6 134.
Thus, node4 130, nodes 132, and node6 134 may also be
included in a common beacon group. For example, node4
130, nodes 132, and node6 134 may be included in the same
beacon group as node 1122., node2124, node3126, and node4
130, for example, an extended beacon group, for example,
according to WiMedia protocol.
0037. As shown in FIG. 1b, the wireless network node
node6134 is in range of, and thus may receive messages from,
node7 140, nodes 142, and node9 144. However, the nodes

node7 140, nodes 142, and node9 144 may be included in a
different beacon group from the beacon group of node6 134,
and thus may be referred to as being part of an alien beacon
group. Messages sent by node7 140, nodes 142, and node9
144 may interfere with reception and transmission by node6
134, and thus node6 134 may determine the beacon period
(BP) and the beacon period start time (BPST) of the alien
beacon group, and may reserve a portion of the medium for
the transmissions of node7 140, nodes 142, and node.9144 in
order to avoid collisions.

0038 If, for example, any of nodes node7 140, nodes 142,
and node9 144 were to move within the operating range of
node6 134, then any of the affected nodes may change their
beacon group according to WiMedia protocol. One skilled in
the art of wireless communications would understand that

nodes may change beacon groups for many different reasons.
0039 Emissions of transmitting devices operating in unli
censed bands, and sometimes also in licensed bands, may be
dangerous for the correct operation of some electronic
devices. Examples of Such sensitive electronic devices may
include air traffic control systems, medical appliances, etc.
Emitting devices, for example, transceivers, may avoid inter
ference with other communication systems by timing avoid
ance or by changing channels. However, a sensitive device
may include equipment that is sensitive to interference in one
or more frequency bands, and that is not a communication
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device. Further, a separate guard device may be located in the
vicinity of the sensitive device that may sense the interference
and may communicate with the transmitting devices. A trans
mitting device may thus be dangerous unless proper measures
are taken to avoid interference with the sensitive device.

0040 Generally, energy emission limits may be set by
regulatory boards to limit detrimental effects of transmitters
and electronic devices. Restrictions may be defined in terms
of emission of a single emitting device. However, more
devices may operate in unlicensed bands in the same cover
age area, thus increasing the total interference energy impact
ing a potentially sensitive electronic device operating in the
same area. Moreover, a transmitting/emitting device
designed to comply with Such regulations may, e.g., due to
malfunction or damage, emit energy above and/or outside the
legal energy emission limits.
0041 Short range communications (SRC) systems such as
wireless personal area networks (WPAN) may operate at
times in unlicensed bands, for example using ultrawide-band
(UWB) signals, which make use of a large portion of the
entire spectrum. Thus, these systems may be dangerous to a
broader range of electronic devices. The discussion herein
may extend to any transmitting radio device and to narrow
band transmitting devices.
0042. A short range communication system, for example,
a sensor network, may be related to the functionalities of a
sensitive appliance and workin cooperation with the sensitive
device, and thus, not all short range communication devices
in the neighborhood of a sensitive device may be considered
as potentially dangerous. Moreover, not all frequency bands
or signaling methods used by devices in the neighborhood of
the sensitive device may be equally potentially harmful.
0043. A sensitive electronic device may be equipped with
a transceiver (TRX) device, which may, for example, be part
of the sensitive electronic device, or may be located on a
guard device separated from the sensitive electronic device.
The TRX may normally operate only in reception mode to
scan the Surroundings for detection of networks operating in
the area. If such a network is detected, and if the received

energy from one or more devices of the network is determined
to potentially interfere with the operations of the sensitive
device, the TRX may block transmissions of one or all
devices of that network. The TRX may, for example, limit the
blocking to selected frequency bands and/or signaling meth
ods. An example TRX may be embedded in the same shell as
that of the device which is to be protected. Similar operations
may be performed by similar devices located in appropriate
locations, which may not necessarily be in proximity with
sensitive devices. For example, Such devices may be located
at entrances to sensitive areas.

0044) The example techniques discussed herein may
include operations on distributed networks using multiple
frequency bands and/or signaling methods. These example
techniques may minimize or eliminate problems of unreli
ability and/or malfunctioning of critical appliances (e.g.,
military, air traffic control, medical, etc.) due to dangerous
emissions of neighbor devices operating in unlicensed or
licensed bandwidths.

0045. A node 10 146 may, for example, include a device
that is sensitive to certain transmissions of other devices, or

that is configured to detect transmissions of devices that
should not be transmitting in particular channels or frequency
bands, or should not be using particular signaling methods.
For example, node 10 146 may include a device located in a
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hospital or on an airplane that may malfunction if other trans
missions interfere with the critical operations of the device.
For example, the device may include a life support device
Such as a pacemaker, which may malfunction if particular
transmissions interfere with its operation. As another
example, the node1014.6 may be located in a theater, church,
or other location where, for example, patrons are not allowed
to use their mobile telephones or other distracting devices
during performances or services.
0046. As discussed below, nodes that transmit interfering
signals may be silenced, or the interfering transmissions may
be reduced by sending a request to the transmitting nodes to
reduce their transmissions.

0047. As discussed previously, electronic equipment may
be sensitive to interference from radio signals. For this rea
son, a sensitive electronic device may be equipped with one or
more interfaces to a selected system. Further, a separate guard
device may be located near the sensitive electronic equipment
to communicate with interfering nodes, for example, because
signals sent by the guard device itselfmay cause unacceptable
interference with the sensitive electronic equipment. The
selected systems may include, e.g., SRC systems, for
example, WiMedia/MBOA distributed networks, IEEE802.
15.3 or IEEE802.15.4 centralized networks, and Bluetooth.

Example techniques discussed herein may be extended to a
number of networks operating in unlicensed and/or licensed
bands whenever emissions may endanger a sensitive elec
tronic device. One skilled in the art of communications will

understand that other systems may similarly use the example
techniques described herein.
0048. The sensitive electronic device may, for example,
initiate a silencing operation as discussed below. Targets of
the silencing operation may include emitting devices in the
neighborhood or area of the sensitive electronic device. The
interfering devices active in the neighborhood or area may
belong to more networks (sometimes referred to as piconets)
or may be based on different technologies. However, even
within the same technology, a number of frequency bands
may be used, simultaneously or not, by the same transceiver.
As noted, not all utilized frequency bands or signaling meth
ods may be equally potentially harmful. The operations
described below may thus be restricted to a selected subset of
those frequency bands and/or signaling methods.
0049. Example functionalities described herein with
regard to sensitive devices may also be applicable to devices
having just the silencing functionalities embedded. Such
devices may be used in lieu of, or together with, warning signs
that recommend that users Switch off particular categories of
electronic devices, and thus, safety may be enforced.
0050. An example sensitive device may regularly scan all
target systems and channels to determine potential dangerous
devices. This scanning operation may be repeated periodi
cally, aperiodically, or the scanning may be performed con
tinuously. The sensitive device may send an emergency bea
con frame (e.g., an EM-FRAME) in proper logical channels
of the target system, in order to reach the potentially danger
ous devices. These logical channels may include all possible
signaling channels. For some systems, these logical channels
may include, for example, all free beacon slots, including
possible signaling slots or emergency slots left available for
particular uses Such as emergencies. For example, in an
example WiMedia MAC protocol, two signaling slots may be
left available at the beginning of a Superframe.
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0051. The sensitive device or an associated guard device
may decide to silence all potentially dangerous transmissions
in the area, e.g., those transmissions using frequency bands
and/or signaling methods considered as potentially harmful
to a sensitive device. However, in order to limit the number of

interfering devices active in the area, but without completely
stopping completely their operations, the sensitive device
may decide to set them in hibernation. The hibernation cycle
(s) may thus be selected by the sensitive device and associated
request or command messages may be sent to the interfering
devices/networks.

0.052 For some reasons other than safety, e.g., for energy
saving, some systems may include hibernation functional
ities, wherein a hibernating device may remain inactive for a
given time without losing its association with other devices
that are included in the hibernating device's group. If the
hibernating functionality is available, it may be employed by
the sensitive device to reduce the transmissions of a device

emitting potentially dangerous signals.
0053. After issuing a silencing command, for example, a
“Stop' command, a sensitive device may periodically scan
the channels in order to determine potential new networks
(sometimes referred to as piconets or beacon groups) after
transmissions of one or more previous network devices have
been stopped or reduced. Thus, even if a stopped device were
to restart, the new network/piconet/beacon group may be
detected by the sensitive device. For example, in the context
of WiMedia networks, the periodic scanning may be per
formed with a period of at most mMaxLostBeacons.
0054 Since both Stopping and Pausing (e.g., Hibernation)
may imply interruption of operations of the potentially dan
gerous device, a Warning signal may be sent to transmitting
devices outside the sensitive area to warn that a sensitive area

is close and to allow users to complete their ongoing tasks
before proceeding into the protected area. Such warning sig
nals may, for example, be sent by devices placed at doors.
0055 FIG. 2 is a flow chart illustrating operation of reduc
ing transmissions of nodes of a wireless network according to
an example embodiment. A message may be sent from a
sending node to one or more receiving nodes requesting the
receiving nodes to reduce transmissions on a wireless
medium, wherein the sending node and the receiving nodes
are included in a distributed wireless network (210). For
example, node4 130 may send a message to node2 124
requesting that node2124 reduce transmissions on a wireless
medium. According to an example embodiment, control of
the distributed wireless network may be substantially equally
distributed among the sending node and each of the one or
more receiving nodes.
0056. According to an example embodiment, a beacon
frame may be sent in one or more signaling slots included in
a Superframe (212). According to another example embodi
ment, the beacon frame may be sent in a beacon slot reserved
for the sending node, for example, to increase a probability
that the receiving nodes will receive the beacon frame.
0057 According to an example embodiment, a beacon
frame may be sent including an emergency information ele
ment in one or more signaling slots included in a Superframe
(214). For example, the emergency information element may
include an indicator of a critical level associated with the

sending node. For example, node4 130 may send a beacon
including an emergency information element as discussed
below with regard to FIG. 9 to node2 124, including an
indicator of a critical level associated with node4 130. Nodes
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receiving the information element may then determine, for
example, whether a critical level of the receiving node indi
cates a priority level less than a priority level associated with
the critical level associated with the sending node.
0058 FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating operation of alert
ing receiving nodes that the receiving nodes are approaching
an area in which the receiving nodes are instructed to reduce
transmissions on a wireless medium according to an example
embodiment. At 310, a message may be sent from a sending
node to one or more receiving nodes alerting the receiving
nodes that the receiving nodes are approaching an area in
which the receiving nodes are instructed to reduce transmis
sions on a wireless medium, wherein the sending node and the
receiving nodes are included in a distributed wireless net
work. According to an example embodiment, control of the
distributed wireless network may be substantially equally
distributed among the sending node and each of the one or
more receiving nodes.
0059. According to an example embodiment, a beacon
frame may be sent in one or more signaling slots included in
a Superframe. The beacon frame may include an indicator of
one or more of a warn all operation, including at least one of
the receiving nodes determining preparations for revising
transmissions or signaling methods indicated by the beacon
frame or for residual effects of entry into the area; or a warn
device operation, including at least one of the receiving nodes
determining whether a device address included in the emer
gency information element matches an address of the at least
one of the receiving nodes, and determining preparations for
revising transmissions or signaling methods indicated by the
beacon frame or for residual effects of entry into the area it is
determined that the device address matches the address of the

at least one of the receiving nodes (312).
0060 According to an example embodiment, the wireless
medium may be scanned at the sending node to determine
whether the one or more receiving nodes are participating in
the distributed wireless network by periodically transmitting
beacons during a repeated interval, wherein the Scanning may
be performed periodically, aperiodically, or continuously
(320). For example, node4 130 may scan the wireless medium
to determine whether node2 124 is participating in the dis
tributed wireless network by periodically transmitting bea
cons during a repeated interval.
0061 FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating operation of a
wireless node according to an example embodiment. At 410.
a request may be received from a sending node at a receiving
node requesting the receiving node to reduce transmissions
on a wireless medium, wherein the sending node and the
receiving node are included in a distributed wireless network.
For example, a beacon frame may be received in one or more
signaling slots included in a Superframe (412).
0062 According to an example embodiment, it may be
determined whether the request includes a control indicator to
control the receiving node to comply with the request (420).
For example, it may be determined whether the receiving
node includes a critical level having a lower priority than a
critical level included in the request (422).
0063 FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating operation of a
wireless node according to an example embodiment. At 510,
a message may be received from a sending node at a receiving
device alerting the receiving device that the receiving device
is approaching an area in which the receiving device is
instructed to reduce transmissions on a wireless medium,
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wherein the sending node and the receiving device are
included in a distributed wireless network.

0064. According to an example embodiment, an alert mes
sage may be sent to an application or to a protocol or entity
included in the receiving device instructing the application to
inform a user, or instructing the protocol or entity of the
receiving device to prepare for reducing transmissions on the
wireless medium or to move the receiving device away from
the area (520). For example, the MAC may inform an appli
cation or an upper layer protocol to perform appropriate
operations.
0065. In some communication networks, time may be
divided into a sequence of intervals with similar timing struc
ture. In an example WiMedia network, a basic timing struc
ture for frame exchange may include a Superframe. Such a
WiMedia network may include a distributedly controlled
wireless communications network in which nodes or devices

included in the network periodically transmit beacon trans
missions during a repeated time interval, wherein control of a
communications resource is shared between devices belong
ing to the wireless communications network. For example, in
a WiMedia ultra-wideband (UWB) environment, devices or
nodes included in the WiMedia network may be considered as
equal (e.g., control of the distributed wireless network is
Substantially equally distributed among the devices or nodes
included in the distributed wireless network), and there may
be no active connection between the devices or nodes.

0.066 Other examples may include short range communi
cation systems or ultra-wide band systems. Examples stan
dards may include WiMedia/MBOA, IEEE802.15.3,
IEEE802.15.4, and Bluetooth.

0067 FIGS. 6a-6b depict operations of transmission of
Superframes on a medium in a wireless network according to
an example embodiment. For example, a duration of an
example superframe N 602 may be specified as mSuperfra
meLength. The superframe N 602 may include a start timing
604 which may be referred to as a beacon period start time
(BPST).
0068. The Superframe may include multiple medium
access slots (MASs) 608, wherein each MAS duration may
have a length of mMASLength. In the example of FIG. 6a, the
superframe N 602 is shown as including of 256 medium
access slots (MASs) 608, although any desired number of
MASs may be included in a superframe generally.
0069. Each superframe may start with a beacon period
(BP), which may extend over one or more contiguous MASS,
which may be referred to as beacon slots 606. The start of the
first MAS in the BP and the Superframe, may thus be the
beacon period start time (BPST).
0070 According to an example embodiment, each super
frame 602 may start with a BP, which may include a maxi
mum length of mMaxBPLength beacon slots 610. The first
mSignalSlotCount beacon slots of a BP may be referred to as
signaling slots 612 and may be used to extend the BP length
of neighbors. For example, the first two beacon slots may be
referred to as signaling slots, and may be reserved for specific
purposes, such as for beacons indicating an emergency, or
beacons indicating a beacon period length. Thus, all active
nodes or devices may be required to listen to transmissions in
the signaling slots.
0071. An active mode device may, for example, transmit a
beacon in the BP and listen for neighbor's beacons in all
beacon slots specified by its BP length in each superframe
602. When transmitting in a beacon slot 606, a device may
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start transmission of the frame on the medium at the begin
ning of that beacon slot 606. A device may announce its BP
length, for example, measured in beacon slots, in its beacon.
The announced BP length may include the device's own
beacon slot and all unavailable beacon slots in the BP of the

prior superframe. The announced BP length may not include
more than mBPExtension beacon slots after the last unavail

able beacon slot in the BP of the prior superframe. The
announced BP length may not exceed mMaxBPLength 610.
According to an example embodiment, power-sensitive
devices may not include any beacon slots after the last
unavailable beacon slot in their announced BP length.
0072 The BP length reported by a device may vary, as new
devices may become members of its extended beacon group,
and as the device or other devices in its extended beacon

group select a new beacon slot for beacon collision resolution
or BP contraction.

0073. According to an example embodiment, before a
device transmits any frames, it may scan for beacons for at
least one superframe. If the device receives no beacon frame
headers during the Scan, it may create a new BP and send a
beacon in the first beacon slot after the signaling slots. If the
device receives one or more beacon headers, but no beacon

frames with a valid frame check sequence (FCS) during the
Scan, the device may scan for an additional Superframe.
0074. If the device receives one or more beacons during
the Scan, it may not create a new BP. Instead, prior to com
municating with another device, the device may transmit a
beacon in a beacon slot chosen from up to mBPExtension
beacon slots located after the highest-numbered unavailable
beacon slot it observed in the last superframe and within
mMaxBPLength after the BPST. For example, as shown in
FIG. 6b, beacon slot 614 may be the highest-numbered
unavailable beacon slot observed by DEV 8 in the last super
frame.

0075 According to an example embodiment, if a node or
device detects a beacon collision, the node or device may
select a different beacon slot for its subsequent beacon trans
missions, for example, from up to mBPExtension beacon
slots located after the highest-numbered unavailable beacon
slot it observed in the last superframe and within mMaxB
PLength after the BPST. If the beacon slot selected for its
beacontransmission is located beyond the BP length of any of
its neighbors, for example, the node or device may also trans
mit the same beacon, except with a Signaling Slot bit set to
one, or some other indicator, in a randomly chosen signaling
beacon slot in the BP.

0076 According to an example embodiment, due to
changes in a propagation environment, mobility, or other
effects, devices using two or more unaligned BPSTs may
come into range, which may cause overlapping Superframes.
A received beacon, with a valid header check sequence (HCS)
and frame check sequence (FCS), for example, that indicates
a BPST that is not aligned with a device's own BPST may be
referred to as an alien beacon. For example, a BP defined by
the BPST and BP length of an alien beacon may be referred to
as an alien BP.

0077 Synchronization problems, for example, may cause
a beacon of a fast device to appear to be an alien beacon. Thus,
according to an example embodiment, a device may consider
a BPST to be aligned with its own if that BPST differs from its
own by less than 2xmGuardTime. A device may consider an
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alien BP to overlap the device's own BP if its BPST falls
within the alien BP or if the alien BPST falls within its own
BP.

0078. According to an example embodiment, the medium
may generally be accessed in one of three ways: 1) during the
BP, devices may send only beacon frames; 2) during a reser
Vation, devices participating in the reservation may send
frames according to rules associated with a device reservation
protocol (DRP), as discussed below; or 3) outside the BP and
reservations, devices may send frames using a prioritized
contention based access (PCA) technique.
007.9 The protocols and facilities of an example embodi
ment may be supported, for example, by an exchange of
information between devices. Information may, for example,
be broadcast in beacon frames or may be requested, for
example, in Probe commands. For each type of information,
an Information Element (IE) may be defined. IEs may be
included by a device, for example, in its beacon at any time or
may be requested or provided using an example Probe com
mand.

0080. An effective example technique to extend battery
life of battery powered devices may enable devices to turn off
completely or reduce power for long periods of time, where a
period of time may be considered to be long relative to the
duration of a Superframe. Examples of power management
modes in which a device can operate include an active state
and a hibernation state. Devices in active mode may transmit
and receive beacons in every superframe. Devices in hiber
nation mode may hibernate formultiple Superframes and may
not transmit or receive in those Superframes. Additionally,
devices may sleep for portions of each Superframe in order to
save power.

I0081. To coordinate with neighbors, a device may, for
example, indicate its intention to hibernate by including a
Hibernation Mode IE in its beacon. The Hibernation Mode IE

may specify the number of superframes in which the device
will sleep and will not send or receive beacons or any other
frames.

I0082 An example period of time in which a device is in
active mode and may be ready to exchange frames with its
neighbors may be referred to as a local active period (LAP). A
number of superframes between the start of two consecutive
local active periods (LAPs) may then be referred to as an
active cycle. The periodicity of going into active mode (i.e.,
the active cycle), may be decided by the device depending on
its incoming/outgoing traffic and power consumption needs.
A device may choose the value of its active cycle according to
an example formula Such as:
Active cycle=2n,

I0083 where n is an active cycle index; n=0, 1, 2, . . . .
wMax ActiveCycleIndex.
I0084 An example value of wMax ActiveCycleIndex may
be determined from an example WiMedia MAC maximum
hibernation time. An example wMax ActiveCycleIndex may
be set to 8, thus indicating a maximum active cycle of 256.
which may be compatible with a maximum hibernation
period of 255 superframes indicated by an example WiMedia
MAC, since devices may be active for at least one superframe
every LAP.
I0085. According to an example embodiment, an example
Active Cycle Start Countdown (ACSC) may be set to the
number of superframes remaining before the device's Active
Cycle Start Time (ACST), when it may start a new active
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cycle. If the ACSC field is zero, the device may start a new
active cycle in the next Superframe.
I0086 A device may set an Active Cycle Index field in an
example WiNet Identification IE to a current active cycle
index associated with the device. The device may indicate
that it never hibernates by setting the Active Cycle Index field
tO Zero.

0087. The duration of a LAP may be dynamic, and may be
determined using a timeout policy. A device may end its LAP
if there is no traffic buffered for any of its active neighbors and
no traffic pending for it from active neighbors as indicated by
an example TIM IE. To terminate a LAP, a device may
announce in one or more beacons that it will enter hibernation
mode via a Hibernation Mode IE.

0088. In order to synchronize with neighbors’ LAPs, a
device may maintain an ACST for its beacon group. The
device may set the Active Cycle Start Countdown (ACSC)
field in a WiNet Identification IE for the device to the number

of superframes before the start of the next active cycle, not
including the current Superframe. A new active cycle may be
started every 2wMax ActiveCycleIndex superframes. The
ACSC value may be (2wMax ActiveCycleIndex-1) in the first
superframe of every active cycle and may be decremented by
1 in every Subsequent Superframe. A value of Zero may thus
indicate that a new active cycle will start at the end of the
current Superframe.
0089. When a device joins a beacon group, it may set its
ACSC such that it matches the ACSC included in a beacon of

one or more neighbors. If the device does not receive any
beacon with a WiNet Identification IE, the device may create
a new ACSC.

0090 FIG. 7 is an example format of an example beacon
frame payload 700 that may be included in a beacon accord
ing to an example embodiment. The example beacon frame
payload 700 may include beacon parameters and one or more
information elements. According to an example embodiment,
the beaconframe payload 700 may include an example WiNet
beacon frame payload.
0091 FIG. 8 is an example format of an information ele
ment 800 included in an example beacon according to an
example embodiment. According to an example embodi
ment, the information element 800 may include a WiNet
information element.

0092 FIG. 9 is an example format of an emergency infor
mation element 900 according to an example embodiment.
For example, the emergency information element 900 may
include an element identifier, indicating that the information
element includes an emergency information element.
According to an example embodiment, the emergency infor
mation element 900 may include a flag to indicate the emer
gency type of the frame (e.g., an EM-FRAME) that includes
the emergency information element 900.
0093. According to an example embodiment, the emer
gency information element 900 may include a device address
(e.g., a Dev Addr field). The Dev Addr field may be set, for
example, to an address of a specific device or network, to the
address of a multicast group, or to a broadcast address. For
example, two octets may be sufficient for handling these
example addresses.
0094. According to an example embodiment, the emer
gency information element 900 may include a hibernation
duration indicator (e.g., an EM-HIB field). For example, the
hibernation duration indicator may be expressed as an expo
nent of base two, wherein the resulting value indicates a
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number of superframes of a time axis into which the interfer
ing device or system is divided. For example, an octet may be
sufficient for identifying a hibernation duration value.
0.095 According to an example embodiment, the emer
gency information element 900 may be included, for
example, in a beacon message, which may be included in a
communications signal embodied in a wireless communica
tions medium.

0096 FIG. 10 is an example format of an information field
1000 included in an emergency information element 900
included in an example beacon according to an example
embodiment. According to an example embodiment, the
emergency information field 1000 may include an identifica
tion of a critical level (e.g., an EM-LEV) of a service operated
by a sensitive device that may be sending the emergency
information element 900. Examples of such critical levels
may include one or more of the following: 0-military; 1=air
traffic control; 2-medical; 3 emergency and police; . . . ;
n-consumer electronics. The EM-LEV field may include a
value, for example, two to four bits in length.
0097. According to an example embodiment, the informa
tion field 1000 may include an identification of example
operations (e.g., EM-OPS) requested of the receiving net
work or device, which may be interfering with the sensitive
device. The length of the EM-OPS field may be related to the
number of possible commands or operations that may be
requested of the receiving network or device. For example, if
ten commands are defined, then four bits may be used to
identify which operation is requested.
0098. According to an example embodiment, the informa
tion field 1000 may include an identification of the frequency
bands and/or signaling methods (e.g., an EM-SIG field) for
which the operations identified by the EM-OPS field apply.
The length of the EM-SIG field may thus be related to the
number of frequency bands and/or signaling methods
involved in the request. For example, an octet may be suffi
cient for identifying several frequency bands and/or signaling
methods. If an example EM-SIG field is available, the send
ing device may use the EM-SIG field to specify the frequency
bands and/or signaling methods to which the requested opera
tion refers, thus minimizing any decrease in grade of service
in the devices that may become targets of the requested
operation specified by the EM-OPS field.
0099. A device of a short range communications (SRC)
network may be associated with a critical level (e.g., an EM
LEV) that may be known to the device. Upon reception of a
beacon including an emergency information element (e.g., an
EM-FRAME), a device having an EM-LEV (e.g., DEV.EM
LEV), may compare the EM-LEV in the EM-FRAME (EM
FRAME.EM-LEV) with its own EM-LEV. If the device's
EM-FRAME.EM-LEV is, for example, smaller that DEV.
EM-LEV (e.g., if the receiving device is associated with a
lower priority than a priority indicated in the EM-LEV of the
sending device), the receiving node or device may be
instructed to comply with the commands. Otherwise, the
receiving node or device may ignore the commands (or obey
them, depending on decisions made locally to the receiving
node or device). If the receiving device is not associated with
an EM-LEV, it may be instructed to obey the commands
included in the EM-FRAME. A receiving device that is
instructed to obey commands, as discussed above, may be
referred to as a low critical level device (LC-DEV).
0100. The sending node may issue an example command,
indicated by the EM-OPS field, as discussed below. Four
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possible example operations associated with the example
commands may include: an example Hibernation operation,
which may last a for predetermined time, an example Pause
operation, which may last for an unspecified time (e.g., until
a Resume operation), an example Stop operation, which may
last indefinitely, and an example Warning operation, for
which a command may be sent before one of the previous
messages. Decisions regarding which operational command
is to be issued may be left to the sending node or device.
0101 Each example command shown below may include
an indication whether the command is intended to be obeyed
by all low critical level devices that receive the command, or
by only those devices whose address may be included in the
DEV-ADDR field. For example, if a command indicates
“All then a receiving node or device that may include a low
critical level device (LC-DEV) may be instructed to perform
the indicated operation with regard to all transmissions
including control and data frames making use of frequency
bands and/or signaling methods indicated by the EM-SIG
field.

0102) Ifan optional EM-SIG field is omitted, the receiving
node or device may be instructed to perform the indicated
operation with regard to all transmissions including control
and data frames, on all frequency bands and/or with all sig
naling methods in use by the receiving node or device. Thus,
if a Superframe structure is present in the current system, the
receiving node or device may be instructed to perform the
indicated operation, starting from the current Superframe
(SF), with regard to the transmissions including beacon, con
trol, and data frames.

0103) As another example, if a command indicates “Dev.
then a receiving node or device that may include a low critical
level device (LC-DEV) may determine whether the Dev Addr
field of the EM-FRAME matches the address of the receiving
node or device, or the multicast address of its multicast group
or the broadcast address. If a match is determined, the receiv

ing node or device may be instructed to operate as though a
similar command indicating "All' were received, as dis
cussed previously.
0104 Example operations that may be indicated as com
mands by the EM-OPS field may include one or more of:
0105 1. Stop All, wherein a receiving node or device that
may include a low critical level device (LC-DEV) may be
instructed to stop, immediately, all transmissions including
control and data frames making use of frequency bands and/
or signaling methods indicated by the EM-SIG field.
0106 2. StopDev, wherein a receiving node or device may
determine whether the Dev Addr field of the EM-FRAME

matches the address of the receiving node or device, or the
multicast address of its multicast group or the broadcast
address, and may be instructed to operate as though a Stop All
command were received. A stopped node or device (i.e., a
node or device that has received a Stop command) may not
start any new transmission via any frequency bands/signaling
methods that have been indicated to be stopped, before a
predetermined time. For example, the stopped time may be
determined as N*mMaxLostBeacons, with N>=1.

0107 3. PauseAll, whereina receiving node or device may
be instructed to Suspend, immediately, all transmissions
including control and data frames making use of the fre
quency bands and/or signaling methods indicated by the EM
SIG field. The receiving node or device may also continue
listening to the channel waiting for receipt of a Resume com
mand.
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0.108 4. Pause Dev, wherein a receiving node or device
may determine whether the Dev Addr field of the
EM-FRAME matches the address of the receiving node or
device, or the multicast address of its multicast group or the
broadcast address, and may be instructed to operate as though
a PauseAll command had been received. Thus, a Pause opera
tion followed by a Resume operation may avoid or minimize
attempts by a silenced node or device to restart without
explicit authorization.
0109) 5. ResumeAll, wherein a receiving node or device
may resume its transmissions using the frequency bands and/
or signaling methods indicated by the EM-SIG field. If an
optional field EM-SIG is missing, the receiving node or
device may resume its transmissions on all frequency bands
and/or with all signaling methods used by that receiving node
or device in normal operations. If similar settings are appli
cable, it may use those settings; otherwise it may start new
scanning/association procedures. These settings may include
settings needed for coordinated operation of devices. Thus, if
a Superframe structure is present in the system, and if the
Superframe includes a beacon period portion, the settings
described above may include beacon slot positions, etc.
0110. 6. ResumeDev, wherein a receiving node or device
may resume its transmissions using the frequency bands and/
or signaling methods indicated by the EM-SIG field. If an
optional EM-SIG field is missing, the receiving node or
device may resume its transmissions on all frequency bands
and/or with all signaling methods used by that node or device
in normal operations. Settings may be handled as discussed
with regard to the ResumeAll operation. The Pause and
Resume operations are similar to a hibernation operation, but
are intended for use over an indefinite time instead of a

predetermined time such as the duration of a hibernation
operation. For example, a stopped node or device (i.e., a node
or device that has received a Stop command) may be consid
ered as disassociated, whereas a Hibernated node or device

(i.e., a node or device that has receiveda Hibernate command)
may be considered as hibernating for a duration indicated by
the EM-HIB field.

0111 7. Hibernate All, wherein a receiving node or device
may be instructed to go into hibernation, immediately, based
on the hibernation duration indicated by the EM-HIB field. If
the EM-HIB field indicates the smallest time unit for the

system, the Hibernate All may be interpreted as a Stop All
command (e.g., in accordance with an example definition of
the hibernation duration expressed as an exponent of 2). All
receiving nodes or devices receiving the EM-FRAME may
interpret the duration indicated in the EM-HIB as though it
were announced by all low critical level devices (LC-DEVs)
in the same network. Thus, for an example WiMedia MAC
specification, each receiving device may behave as though it
had received from those other devices a local active period
(LAP) information element (IE) with the field set consistently
with the EM-HIB field. If a superframe structure is present in
the system, the receiving node or device may go into hiber
nation starting from the current Superframe (SF). In some
example systems the hibernation duration may be referred to
and denoted as a hibernation cycle duration. Moreover, if a
Superframe structure is present in the system, the Smallest
time unit for the system may be represented by 1 SF of cycle
length.
0112 8. HibernatelDeV, whereina receiving node or device
may determine whether the Dev Addr field of the
EM-FRAME matches the address of the receiving node or
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device, or the multicast address of its multicast group or the
broadcast address, and may be instructed to operate as though
it had received a Hibernate All command. All nodes or devices

receiving the EM-FRAME may interpret the duration indi
cated in the EM-HIB as though it were announced by the
device(s) addressed by the Dev Addr field of the
EM-FRAME. For example WiMedia MAC devices, each
device may behave as though it had received from those
addressed devices a LAPIE with the field set consistently
with the EM-HIB field.

0113 All the above operations may imply interruption of
a user's operations that may be performed by the potentially
dangerous device. Therefore, a Warning message may be
sent, for example, outside a sensitive area to warn that a
sensitive area is close and to allow users to complete their
ongoing tasks before proceeding into the protected sensitive
area. The warning signals may, for example, be sent by
devices placed at doors. For example, a user receiving a
warning signal may decide to step backwards and complete
one or more tasks before entering the sensitive area. More
generally, abrupt interruptions may cause malfunctions such
as instability, or undesirable behavior in Some systems. Tasks
that may require transmissions, for example, may be com
pleted prior to entry into the sensitive area, in order to ensure
stable operations in the potentially dangerous devices.
0114 Thus, example warning operations that may be indi
cated as further commands by the EM-OPS field may include
one or more of:

0115 9. WarnAll, wherein a receiving node or device may
send to upper layers a message to inform the user or applica
tion that the receiving node or device is approaching a sensi
tive area. If an EM-SIG field is present, the receiving node or
device may determine which frequency bands and/or signal
ing methods will no longer be available. This message may be
used at upper layers to complete one or more ongoing opera
tions before encountering abrupt interruptions. The addi
tional information included in the EM-SIG field may also be
used by the user/application to estimate a residual grade of
service that may be available after entering the sensitive area.
011 6 10. WarnDev, wherein a receiving node or device
may determine whether the Dev Addr field of the
EM-FRAME matches the address of the receiving node or
device, or the multicast address of its multicast group or the
broadcast address. If a match is determined, the receiving
node or device may be instructed to operate as though it had
received a WarnAll command.

0117. In distinguishing between a Pause command and a
Stop command, it is noted that a Pause command may be
followed by a Resume command. The sending node or device
may thus send a Resume command after a Pause command.
For example, a Paused device may wait for a Resume, listen
ing to the channel. If a sending node or device'knows that is
not going to send a Resume command, the sending node or
device may send a Stop command instead, so that the receiv
ing nodes or devices may turn themselves off to avoid a
situation wherein a receiving node or device may continue to
listen for a Resume command that will not be sent. For

example, an “expected behavior of a user/application fol
lowing receipt of a Stop command may include the user
turning the device back on again, for example, only after the
device has exited the sensitive area e.g., exited an airplane or
an intensive care area, etc.

0118. A sending node or device may issue a Stop, Pause,
or Hibernate command for silencing a target device or net
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work. The following guidelines may be used to best deter
mine which command to use. A choice of commands may be
based on the duration of the risk, which may be determined by
a specific sensitive operation performed at the sensitive
device.

0119 For example, a Stop command may be used when a
risk duration may be indefinite or very long, e.g., when a
medical appliance Such as a heart-lung machine may be used
in an intensive care area.

0.120. As another example, a Pause command may be used
when the risk may be temporary, and its duration may be
unknown or long (relative to the maximum hibernation dura
tion of the target system). A Pause/Resume command may be
appropriate when the receiving part of the target device is not
considered potentially dangerous; alternatively a Stop com
mand or a sequence of Hibernate commands may be better
choices, based for example on the duration of the risk and/or
on the relative difference of EM-LEV's. For example, a Pause/
Resume command may be appropriate for devices on an
airplane between preparation for take-off and completion of
landing.
I0121. As yet another example, a Hibernate command may
be used when a risk duration may be known and comparable
to the maximum hibernation duration of the target system.
The Hibernate command may thus be more efficient than a
Pause/Resume command for both a sensitive device and a

target device.
0.122 AWarning command may optionally be sent before
any of the commands discussed above.
I0123. A receiving node or target device that receives a
Stop or a Pause command may inform upper layers of an
unavailability of the link. Such an indication of the unavail
ability of the link to higher layers may trigger a transmission
of a message to the application/user, which/who may switch
the device off, or may at least be made aware of a reason for
interruption of service.
0.124. The set of critical levels as described previously
may be extended to range from very critical applications (e.g.,
military, medical, etc.) to lower critical level cases (e.g.,
churches, libraries, restaurants) in which operation of particu
lar devices may be considered inappropriate although not
dangerous. With this extension, EM-FRAMEs may be used to
avoid inappropriate use of those particular devices in Such
CaSCS.

0.125 However, for a case of silencing transmissions for
reasons other than safety protection, all devices that may be
targets of EM-FRAMEs may each have their own EM-LEV.
For example, if EM-FRAMEs are sent only for safety protec
tion, all target or receiving nodes or devices without an EM
LEV may be required to obey commands sent by a sending
node or device. However, if EM-LEVs include intermediate

levels as discussed above, the service interruption may be an
unnecessarily burdensome solution for some applications.
Therefore, it may be more appropriate to redefine the behav
ior such that a node or device receiving an EM-FRAME may
obey the command from the current Superframe or may inter
act with upper layers (e.g., application, user, etc.) and post
pone the requested operations.
0.126 FIG. 11 is a flow chart illustrating operation of a
wireless node sending a message according to an example
embodiment. Scanning may be performed (1102), for
example, on a wireless medium. If risk is detected by scan
ning (1104), an EM-FRAME may be sent (1106). For
example, a sending node may send a message from the send
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ing node to one or more receiving nodes requesting the receiv
ing nodes to reduce transmissions on a wireless medium.
0127. After sending the EM-FRAME (1106) or after nega
tive assessment of risk (1104), it may be determined whether
a next scan should be performed (1106). If a next scan should
note performed, the sending node may wait (1110) and check
again to determine whether the next scan should be performed
(1108). Eventually, the next scanning operation may be per
formed (1102). A delay condition (e.g., causing the wait
(1110) to be performed) may be different depending on the
previous step (e.g., depending on whether an EM-FRAME
was transmitted (1106) or no risk was detected (1104)).
0128. The sensitive device, for example, the sending node
or device, may send its EM-FRAME one or more times. Thus,
for systems having a Superframe structure the sending node or
device may send its EM-FRAME, for example, via one or
more Superframes, thus communicating the command to
devices that may be in hibernation or that may be otherwise
unreachable at the time of a first transmission of the EM

FRAME. The repetition of transmission may be performed
multiple times to ensure that all devices of which the sending
node or device is aware are available to receive the EM
FRAME

0129. With regard to WiMedia networks, the
EM-FRAMEs may be sent preferably in signaling slots. As
discussed previously, the EM-FRAMEs may be sent alterna
tively or additionally in regular beacon slots. The protocol for
sending EM-FRAMEs in WiMedia signaling slots may differ
from other beacons sent in WiMedia signaling slots. The
sending node or device may, for example, send Such beacons
in the signaling slots within every Superframe until the receiv
ing nodes/devices/network have been silenced.
0130. According to an example embodiment, the sending
node or device may not send any beacon frame in slots other
than signaling slots unless it has other reasons to do so.
However, since there may be contention in WiMedia signal
ing slots, for example, the sending node or device may sendan
EM-FRAME in every signaling slot. Moreover, for example,
the sending node or device may send EM-FRAMEs in other
open beacon slots, but this may only slightly increase the
probability of ensuring that the EM-FRAMES are received as
desired.

0131 The condition for the next transmission of the EM
FRAME (1104) may depend on a status of the sending node
or device. For example, with regard to WiMedia networks, the
sending node or device may send an EM-FRAME (e.g., an
Emergency IE 900) in subsequent superframes, while con
tinuing to check whether the command is obeyed by receiving
nodes or devices, which may lead to a Zero Superframe delay
until detection of an end of transmission activities of the

target device(s) (e.g., the receiving nodes or devices). Thus, if
no risk is detected at step 1104, the next scanning operation
(1102) may optionally be delayed (1110), depending, for
example, on an EM-LEV of the sending node or device and on
other reasons such as a need to scan more target systems, a
need to save energy, etc.
0132) The sending node or device may send a command,
indicated by the EM-OPS field, as discussed previously. As
already discussed, at least four actions may be requested:
Hibernation, which may last a known time; Pause, which may
last for an indefinite time: Stop, which may last virtually
forever (this solution may be drastic, but the decision on
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which command to issue may be left to the sending node or
device); or a Warning may optionally be sent before one of the
previous requests.
I0133. If the optional field EM-SIG is available, the send
ing node or device may use it to specify frequency bands
and/or signaling methods to which the requested operation
refers, thus minimizing any decrease ingrade of service in the
receiving node or devices as a result of the requested opera
tion.

0.134 FIG. 12 is a flow chart illustrating operation of a
wireless node receiving a message according to an example
embodiment. During normal operation (1202) of the receiv
ing node, an EM-FRAME may be received (1204). The
receiving node may compare an EM-LEV included in the
EM-FRAME with an EM-LEV of the receiving node (1206).
If the receiving node has a lower priority than a sending node,
and if the EM-FRAME command is of type “All' or if a
DEV-ADDR included in the EM-FRAME matches an

address of the receiving node (1210), the receiving node may
further check the type of command and may behave in accor
dance with the protocol description.
I0135 For example, four tests including STOP (1212),
PAUSE (1214), HIBERNATE (1220), and WARN (1224)
may be performed in parallel, similarly to a SWITCH com
mand. Thus, if a STOP command is received (1212), the
receiving node may stop transmissions as discussed previ
ously with regard to FIG. 10. If a PAUSE command is
received (1214), the receiving node may stop transmissions
(e.g., as discussed previously with regard to FIG. 10), until a
resume command is received (1216, 1218), at which time
normal operation may be resumed (1202).
I0136. If a HIBERNATE command is received (1220), the
receiving node may hibernate (1222), for example, for a dura
tion of hibernation indicated by an EM-HIB field included in
the EM-FRAME as discussed previously, after which normal
operation may be resumed (1202). If a WARN is received
(1224), the receiving node may perform proper operations
(1226), for example, by shutting down transmissions, or
avoiding a sensitive area, as discussed previously, and normal
operation may be resumed (1202).
0.137 If none of the previously discussed commands are
received, the receiving node may ignore the EM-OPS field
(1228), and normal operation may be resumed (1202).
0.138 If the receiving node does not have a lower priority
than the sending node (1206) and/or if the receiving node is
not the intended destination of the issued command (1210), in
a GET INFO step (1208), information related to commands
sent to other nodes or devices, known to the other nodes or

devices, is obtained, and normal operation may be resumed or
continued (1202).
0.139 FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating an apparatus
1300 that may be provided in a wireless station according to
an example embodiment. The wireless station may include,
for example, a wireless transceiver 1302 to transmit and
receive signals, a controller 1304 to control operation of the
station and execute instructions or software, and a memory
1306 to store data and/or instructions. Controller 1304 may be
programmable, and capable of executing Software or other
instructions stored in memory or on other computer media to
perform the various tasks and functions described above. In
addition, a storage medium or computer readable medium
may be provided that includes stored instructions, that, when
executed by a controller or processor, may result in the con
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troller (e.g., the controller 1304) performing one or more of

7. The method of claim 6 wherein:

the functions or tasks described above.

the emergency information element includes an indicator
of a critical level associated with the sending node.

0140 Implementations of the various techniques
described herein may be implemented in digital electronic
circuitry, or in computer hardware, firmware, Software, or in
combinations of them. Implementations may implemented as
a computer program product, i.e., a computer program tangi
bly embodied in an information carrier, e.g., in a machine
readable storage device or computer readable medium or in a
propagated signal, for execution by, or to control the opera
tion of a data processing apparatus, e.g., a programmable
processor or multiple processors, a computer, or multiple
computers. A computer program, Such as the computer pro
gram(s) described above, can be written in any form of pro
gramming language, including compiled or interpreted lan
guages, and can be deployed in any form, including as a
stand-alone program or as a module, component, Subroutine,
or other unit Suitable for use in a computing environment. A
computer program can be deployed to be executed on one
computer or on multiple computers at one site or distributed
across multiple sites and interconnected by a communication
network.

0141 Method steps may be performed by one or more
programmable processors executing a computer program to
perform functions by operating on input data and generating
output. Method steps also may be performed by, and an appa
ratus may be implemented as, special purpose logic circuitry,
e.g., an FPGA (field programmable gate array) or an ASIC
(application-specific integrated circuit).
0142. While certain features of the described implemen
tations have been illustrated as described herein, many modi
fications, Substitutions, changes and equivalents will now
occur to those skilled in the art. It is, therefore, to be under

stood that the appended claims are intended to cover all Such
modifications and changes as fall within the true spirit of the
various embodiments.
What is claimed is:

1. A method comprising:
sending a message from a sending node to one or more
receiving nodes requesting the receiving nodes to reduce
transmissions on a wireless medium, wherein the send

ing node and the receiving nodes are included in a dis
tributed wireless network.
2. The method of claim 1 wherein:

control of the distributed wireless network is substantially
equally distributed among the sending node and each of
the one or more receiving nodes.
3. The method of claim 1 wherein:

the sending the message requesting the receiving nodes to
reduce transmissions comprises sending a beacon frame
in one or more signaling slots included in a Superframe.
4. The method of claim 3 wherein:

the one or more signaling slots comprise beacon slots posi
tioned at the beginning of the Superframe.
5. The method of claim 3 wherein:

the beacon frame includes an indicator of an emergency
type of the beacon frame.
6. The method of claim 1 wherein:

the sending the message requesting the receiving nodes to
reduce transmissions comprises sending a beacon frame
including an emergency information element in one or
more signaling slots included in a Superframe.

8. The method of claim 6 wherein:

the emergency information element includes an indicator
of one or more signaling bands or signaling methods for
which the one or more receiving nodes are requested to
reduce transmissions by the sending node.
9. The method of claim 6 wherein:

the emergency information element includes an indicator
of a hibernation duration requested of the one or more
receiving nodes by the sending node.
10. The method of claim 6 wherein:

the emergency information element includes an indicator
of one or more operations requested of the one or more
receiving nodes by the sending node.
11. The method of claim 10 wherein the one or more

operations requested of the one or more receiving nodes by
the sending node includes one or more of
a stop all operation, including at least one of the receiving
nodes stopping all transmissions or signaling methods
indicated by the beacon frame;
a stop device operation, including at least one of the receiv
ing nodes determining whether a device address
included in the emergency information element matches
an address of the at least one of the receiving nodes, and
stopping all transmissions or signaling methods indi
cated by the beacon frame if it is determined that the
device address matches the address of the at least one of

the receiving nodes;
a pause all operation, including at least one of the receiving
nodes Suspending all transmissions or signaling meth
ods indicated by the beacon frame and listening for an
indication of a request to resume transmissions;
a pause device operation, including at least one of the
receiving nodes determining whether a device address
included in the emergency information element matches
an address of the at least one of the receiving nodes, and
Suspending all transmissions or signaling methods indi
cated by the beacon frame if it is determined that the
device address matches the address of the at least one of

the receiving nodes and listening for an indication of a
request to resume transmissions;
a resume all operation, including at least one of the receiv
ing nodes resuming all transmissions or signaling meth
ods indicated by the beacon frame;
a resume device operation, including at least one of the
receiving nodes determining whether a device address
included in the emergency information element matches
an address of the at least one of the receiving nodes, and
resuming all transmissions or signaling methods indi
cated by the beacon frame if it is determined that the
device address matches the address of the at least one of

the receiving nodes;
a hibernate all operation, including at least one of the
receiving nodes hibernating for an interval indicated by
the beacon frame; or

a hibernate device operation, including at least one of the
receiving nodes determining whether a device address
included in the emergency information element matches
an address of the at least one of the receiving nodes, and
hibernating for an interval indicated by the beacon frame
if it is determined that the device address matches the

address of the at least one of the receiving nodes.
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12. The method of claim 1 further comprising:
scanning the wireless medium at the sending node to deter
mine whether the one or more receiving nodes are par
ticipating in the distributed wireless network by periodi
cally transmitting beacons during a repeated interval,
wherein the scanning is performed periodically, aperi
odically, or continuously.
13. A method comprising:
sending a message from a sending node to one or more
receiving nodes alerting the receiving nodes that the
receiving nodes are approaching an area in which the
receiving nodes are instructed to reduce transmissions
on a wireless medium, wherein the sending node and the
receiving nodes are included in a distributed wireless
network.
14. The method of claim 13 wherein control of the distrib

uted wireless network is substantially equally distributed
among the sending node and each of the one or more receiv
ing nodes.
15. The method of claim 13 wherein the sending the mes
sage alerting the receiving nodes comprises sending a beacon
frame in one or more signaling slots included in a Superframe,
wherein the beacon frame includes an indicator of one or
more of:

a warn all operation, including at least one of the receiving
nodes determining preparations for revising transmis
sions or signaling methods indicated by the beacon
frame or for residual effects of entry into the area; or
a warn device operation, including at least one of the
receiving nodes determining whether a device address
included in the emergency information element matches
an address of the at least one of the receiving nodes, and
determining preparations for revising transmissions or
signaling methods indicated by the beacon frame or for
residual effects of entry into the area it is determined that
the device address matches the address of the at least one
of the receiving nodes.
16. The method of claim 13 further comprising:
scanning the wireless medium at the sending node to deter
mine whether the one or more receiving nodes are
approaching the area, wherein the scanning is performed
periodically, aperiodically, or continuously.
17. A method comprising:
receiving a request from a sending node at a receiving node
requesting the receiving node to reduce transmissions on
a wireless medium, wherein the sending node and the
receiving node are included in a distributed wireless
network.
18. The method of claim 17 wherein:

the receiving the request comprises receiving a beacon
frame in one or more signaling slots included in a Super
frame.

19. The method of claim 17 further comprising:
determining whether the request includes a control indica
tor to control the receiving node to comply with the
request.

20. The method of claim 19 wherein:

the determining comprises determining whether the
receiving node includes a critical level having a lower
priority than a critical level included in the request.
21. A method comprising:
receiving a message from a sending node at a receiving
device alerting the receiving device that the receiving
device is approaching an area in which the receiving

device is instructed to reduce transmissions on a wireless

medium, wherein the sending node and the receiving
device are included in a distributed wireless network.

22. The method of claim 21 further comprising:
sending an alert message to an application or to a protocol
or entity included in the receiving device instructing the
application to inform a user, or instructing the protocol
or entity of the receiving device to prepare for reducing
transmissions on the wireless medium or to move the

receiving device away from the area.
23. An apparatus for wireless communications, the appa
ratus comprising:
a controller;

a memory coupled to the controller, and
a wireless transceiver coupled to the controller;
the apparatus adapted to:
send a message via the wireless transceiver requesting
any of one or more devices receiving the message to
reduce transmissions on a wireless medium, wherein

the apparatus and the any of one or more devices are
included in a distributed wireless network.

24. The apparatus of claim 23 wherein:
the message includes a beacon frame transmitted in one or
more signaling slots included in a Superframe, the bea
conframe including an emergency information element
indicating information associated with the request to
reduce transmissions.

25. An apparatus for wireless communications, the appa
ratus comprising:
a controller;
a memory coupled to the controller, and
a wireless transceiver coupled to the controller;
the apparatus adapted to:
receive a request via the wireless transceiver requesting
the apparatus to reduce transmissions on a wireless
medium, wherein a device transmitting the message
and the apparatus are included in a distributed wire
less network.
26. A computer program product for wireless communica
tions, the computer program product being tangibly embod
ied on a computer-readable medium and including executable
code that, when executed, is configured to cause one or more
processors to:

send a message from a sending node to one or more receiv
ing nodes requesting the receiving nodes to reduce trans
missions on a wireless medium, wherein the sending
node and the receiving nodes are included in a distrib
uted wireless network.

27. A computer program product for wireless communica
tions, the computer program product being tangibly embod
ied on a computer-readable medium and including executable
code that, when executed, is configured to cause one or more
processors to:
receive a request from a sending node at a receiving node
requesting the receiving node to reduce transmissions on
a wireless medium, wherein the sending node and the
receiving node are included in a distributed wireless
network.

28. A communications signal embodied in a wireless com
munications medium comprising:
a beacon message including an emergency information
element indicating information associated with a
request to reduce transmissions.
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